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About This Game

Oozi: Earth Adventure is a classic 2D platformer with old school gameplay - no puzzles, no punishment, just 100% pure classic
platforming fun! Its most prominent features are HD visuals and beautiful hand-drawn art, but despite its visual style, it’s a good

fit for all kinds of gamers. The variety of difficulty levels – from Kid to Hardcore – allows everyone to enjoy the game
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regardless of their skill level. It tells the story of Oozi - an alien spaceship pilot who crashed on planet Earth, lost his space suit
and needs to find his way home.

The game heavily utilizes Steam integration, including Achievements, Leaderboards, Cloud Save, Trading Cards and special
feature – Quantum Ghosts, holographic recordings of players from alternative universes.

Relive an old-school platformer experience - this time with beautiful, high-definition visuals.

Four difficulty levels, including Kid difficulty - made specifically for the youngest gamers

Quantum Ghosts - watch how players from alternative universes played through the game

Challenge mode - additional 44 short, but extremely difficult levels with various objectives

Fight various enemies and discover new gameplay mechanics in distinct worlds - jungle, cave, lab or even an alien
planet.

5 hours of story mode – 20 levels and 4 boss fights

Steam Achievements, Leaderboards, Cloud Save, Trading Cards and Full Controller Support
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Oozi Earth Adventure offers an addicting platformer experience that hearkens back to the days when "scrolling parallax
backgrounds" were super hip and the entire summer's agenda was to set a new high score. - Impulsegamer

Fantastic visuals and tight platforming - extraguy.com

 Oozi: Earth Adventure feels like it deserves pride of place in a SEGA Mega Drive compilation - dealspwn.com

 ... absolutely stunning to see... , with a lush array of colors... impressive 2D artwork as the lush environments and bright
world look fantastic... - armlessoctopus.com

 ...provides a solid platforming experience, complete with lush visuals and challenging gameplay... worth playing for any
fan of 2D side-scrollers... - extraguy.com

 ... fun platforming game with magnificent visuals ... - gamerdork.net

 ... it’s strong in every department, and it’s an absolute must buy ... - writingsofmassdeduction.com
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Title: Oozi: Earth Adventure
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Awesome Games Studio
Publisher:
Awesome Games Studio
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2013
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English,Polish,Simplified Chinese
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Loved the game and hope for more like it. The solitaire was entertaining and I am very fickle about types of solitaire games. I
reccomend it to people who like solitaire with a interesting gameplay.. i like that templar character. Very cute, fun/relaxing
game! Always exciting picking a word and seeing what that seed will grow into. I can't wait to see how the game evolves with
future updates :). Very much worth time and money <3. loved it. great game for cat haters. very cathartic. worth 99 cents
definitely. NO KEYBOARD CONTROLS ! ! ! The music isn't bad but there is no option to turn it off when you want. Lesson :
read reviews even for ultra-cheap games.
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The battle mechanism is absolute sh*t and full of bugs.
But you learn how to manage, and it is not a game breaking thing.
With that being said - everything else is a pure joy.
Great, challenging, entertaining game!
Played it since 2006, and I keep coming back every year or so to play it again.
Unfortunately I haven't found anything in the city building genre that even remotly as fun.. I am intrigued by Mig-15`s look and
the fact that it was technological step forward towards the jet age...but with air to air missiles not yet incomporated. I did not
notice any major bugs on modul, however I never managed to figure out how to use radio to communicate with AWAST and
ATCs even after watching videos on Youtube and checking Flight manual over and over.
The plane`s flight characteristics makes it pleasant to fly. It is stable plane what makes it suitable for formation flying and
ground attacks with cannons. I never managed to master bombing which is supposed to be executed with intuition rather than
precise aiming. Landings require some practice. Engine is slow responding which forces you to tune your engine management
skills for dogfight.
There is one thing what always concerned me. It has nothing to do with DCS itself, but with actual Mig 15`s design. The aiming
device in the cockpit is so big that it blocks the pilot`s vision. During positine G turns in dogfight gyroscopics aiming pipe
dissapeares behing the body of the aiming device just as the plane you chase, thereafter you only rely on guess or intuition to
aim. I never mastered it and so never became good in dogfights with this plane.
 Conclusion: The module is beautiful, intriguing and posesses the magic , but dogfights are challenging above the average..
Excuse me, but VII/7 happens to be my favorite, and I grew up with it. :) It is not bad and surely enjoyable. As are the rest of
the King's Quest games. But I will let you all decide which one is your favorite. Nonetheless if you're able to, snag this collection
when you can. Pure nostalgia.. Only 3 puzzles can play them all in an hour. And development has been stopped so not more
content :( Not worth the price tag.. Hard as nails ninja gaiden inspired side scroller. Reminiscent of the 8\/16 bit greats yourl
find a fair amount of nostalgia here... And game over screens. Great game. Soundtrack is incomplete and missing some of the
best tracks, despite the 'About this Content' section states "Enjoy the complete musical soundtrack to Psyonix Studios' insane
driving-meets-soccer video game, Rocket League\u00ae!"

Presumably that's a suggestion rather than representative of what the product actually is, hmm?. good fun yeah
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